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It is a simple truth that optimism is fundamental to economic development. If
a businessperson lacks confidence that today's investment will bring profit tomorrow, he will
not invest. A banker will not extend credit if he believes next year's financial situation will be
worse than today's. If a company employee does not believe that the extra effort he puts
in this year will bring greater pay next year, he will likely lose motivation.

But in Russia today, just the opposite is happening. There seems to be a contest as to who can
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express the most pessimism about the economy. Of course, economists and government
officials have objective grounds for their bearish outlook. Previous growth factors from the
1990s, such as rising world oil prices and a new generation of Russians who started
businesses, have lost steam now, with no new growth factors in sight.

Economists rightly point out that market institutions established in the 1990s have either
disappeared, such as direct gubernatorial elections, or like the Arbitration Court, are on their
way out. Meanwhile, new institutions that could meet current and future growth needs have
yet to appear. The president differs from economists in that he can do more than just see
the current picture. He can directly influence it.

Of course, a president has only a very limited ability to influence the country's medium-
and long-term economic development. And I know of no analytical evidence indicating that
a country's leader can significantly increase the growth rate of the economy. But every leader
can give a push in the right direction.

Instead of providing that push, however, President Vladimir Putin makes symbolic gestures
in place of taking substantial action. At the very least, we need much more than symbolic
actions.

His decision to release former Yukos CEO Mikhail Khodorkovsky is commendable but does not
go far enough. Putin must convince large private business owners that their success benefits
the entire country. Beyond simply granting amnesty to several thousand imprisoned
businesspeople, Putin should make it clear that the energy and talents of entrepreneurs have
generated this country's wealth.

Of course, Russia needs the military and police to protect it from internal and external threats,
but without businesspeople and their employees, there would be no country to protect. Even
great advertising cannot provide steady sales for inferior products. In the same way,
government public relations is more like candy wrapper than the candy itself.

Although deeds are ultimately more important than words, leaders must at least begin with
the right words. It is high time they openly acknowledge that Russia faces no real domestic or
foreign threats, either military or political, but that the economic threat is very real.

If the president and government announced that economic development is their top priority,
meaning that they are most concerned with the interests of the employers and employees who
produce the added value in goods, it would be a small but real step in the right direction. And if
they took just one such step each day, Russia would start moving forward.
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